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AHoliday Gift Guide
The 2012 Holiday season is upon us so here are 

some updated ideas to help fill your shopping carts 
and cross off your gift lists!  

j

zPaleo Foodie
~ Spices from Penzy's- high quality, gluten free spices with some fun pre-made sets or you can 
create your own! 
~ Personalized kitchen tools- chances are your Paleo foodie spends a lot of time in the kitchen 
whether its making bone broth or whipping up a treat they are sure to smile whenever they use 
their very own cutting board.  Personalize it with something that 
embodies them or just their name…whatever suits your fancy.
~ Chocolate covered bacon--OK a little extravagant but hey what are the holidays without a 
little indulgence?  Most Paleo and Primal followers are huge bacon fans give this combination 
a try to that bacon lover in your life.

Fitness Fanatic
~ Class Card or Gift Card to their favorite gym (yoga, Crossfit, other) – if you’re fitness fanatic 
doesn’t already have a monthly membership giving them the gift of fitness could be a way of 
supporting them and giving them something they’ll use.
~ Waterproof iPod shuffle (in the color of your choice) – for the swimmer that gets bored only 
couting laps, you can add a little groove to their workout with this waterproof iPod
~ Fit Bit One – sweat proof and tracks the number of steps you take plus uses an altimeter to 
estimate the number of stairs, this is something that will help motivate your fitness fanatic to get 
moving more – if you’re competitive you’ll be driven to walk around you bedroom a few times 
before going to bed just to reach that 10,000 step goal sometimes (trust me from someone 
that’s done it!).

World Traveler
~ Pack towel – small and versatile this is a great thing to include on any adventure travel or 
even just for hot city adventures. This gift definitely goes beyond the woods and is versitile for all 
other places.
~ Jerky – Steve’s club or Gourmet Grassfed - Great “on the plane snacks” and perfect for when 
you’re on the go weather, it’s hiking or exploring a city. 

Nutrition Geek
~ It Starts With Food – this is one of the best Paleo lifestyle books that came out this year, along 
with Robb Wolf’s The Paleo Solution, the Whole 9’s Dallas and Melissa Hartwig do a great job 
explaining how to eat Paleo, why, and uniquely how your body responds to foods – not just 
how foods is broken down and absorbed but also how your hormones (more than just insulin) 
are at play and how that impacts you.
~ Fit Bit Ultra or Fit Bit One – yes it tracks your steps, but it also allows you to track your food and 
your sleep duration.  If you want to get an idea of how much sleep you’re getting on a nightly 
basis and how much you MOVE around while sleeping this is a great tool to help increase your 
awareness.

For more ideas, visit my Holiday Gift Guide at
www.laurapappashealth.com


